The Environmental Services (ES) Department is requesting authorization to purchase two (2) trailer mounted by pass pumps, in accordance with Florida Sheriff’s Association Contract No. FSA17-VEL15.0. One pump will be a 4” trailer mounted by pass pump costing $35,118 and the other pump will be a 6” trailer mounted by pass pump costing $35,539; total purchase price will be $70,657. The mobile by pass pumps are currently used to support repair and maintenance activities at the Wastewater Reclamation Facility (WWRF) by moving flow around processes and areas under construction. With construction demands, plant flow changes, and storm related events these pumps are highly efficient in a time of need. The new by pass pumps will replace two (2) existing 6” pumps that have met their useful life expectancy, which is greater then 17 years. The replaced 6” pumps will be sold as scrap metal.